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Mishra, Umesh, Ed.—The Vijnana Dlpika by Padmapada-
carya, with a Sanskrit Commentary, Vivrtti, an English
Introduction and a summary, pp. 37 + 47. Allahabad
University, 1940 (?)	[840
Misra, Brahmasankara, Ed.—Sri Bhavaprakasa of Sri
Bhavamisra. Edited with Vidyotini Hindi Commentary,
Notes, Introduction. (Sanskrit text). Introduction in
Hindi. 8^x5^", pp. 30 + 8524-12. The Showkhamba
Sanskrit Series Office, Benares, 1941.	[841
Misra, Gangadhar Ed.—Bljavasana: Proofs of Bljaganita.
(Sanskrit Text). Crown, 8vo, pp. 58. Benares, 1940. [842
Misra, Padina-—Dramas Based on Epic Plots. 1C. VII,
pp. 368-371.	[843
Points out the many dramas composed in Bengal, which have been
based on the stories from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, which
are not at all in keeping with the original epic stories, but are based
more on imagination to present them to the people in the form best
known to them.
	 [The Number  of Rasas]  by  V. Eaghavan,   Madras,
1940.   See ABIHL III, No. 1043.	[844
"The acceptance of Santa introduced a new era, which marks the
beginning of the increase in the number of Rasas. Varieties of the
same Rasa were accepted as separate Rasas and the number became
thirteen. Prominent among these Rasa-makers are Bhoja and Haripala,
whose views are discussed by the author. The chapter on the synthesis
of Rasas is very interesting as it clearly shows that the syncretisation
was going on in this department also, as in other branches of the
Indian studies and culture and reflects the Indian mentality of finding
out unity in diversity." 1C. VII, pp. 378-379.
Misra, Shyam Behari, and Misra, Sukhdeo Behari—Litera-
ture and Drama: Hindi. In No. 1454 pp. 492-497. [845
Mugali, R. S.—Campuvina Mula (Kannada text). K8PP.
XXVI, pp. 69-75.	[846
Origin of Campu. Argues that the campu was in all likelihood a
contribution of Kannada. At any rate the Kannada campu is not the
result of any imitation. It has a very distinctive and independent
personality.
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